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Abstract: The dentate gyrus (DG) is one of only two brain structures known to retain the ability to produce new neurons 

in adulthood. The functional significance of adult neurogenesis in the DG is not yet well understood, but recent evidence 

has implicated adult neurogenesis in the etiology and treatment of depression. Elevated stress hormone levels, which are 

present in some depressed patients and can precipitate the onset of depression, reduce neurogenesis in animal models. 

Conversely, virtually all antidepressant treatments studied to date, including drugs of various classes, electroconvulsive 

therapy, and behavioral treatments, increase neurogenesis in the DG. We critically review this literature linking DG neu-

rogenesis with depression, looking to both animal and human studies. We conclude that a reduction in neurogenesis by it-

self is not likely to produce depression. However, at least some therapeutic effects of antidepressant treatments appear to 

be neurogenesis-dependent. We review the cellular pathways through which antidepressant drugs boost neurogenesis and 

present several hypotheses about how DG neurogenesis may be instrumental in the therapeutic effects of these drugs. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 For most of the history of neuroscience, the consensus 
view was that no new neurons are created in the adult central 
nervous system (see [1] for review). This view began to be 
seriously challenged beginning in the 1960’s by the work of 
Altman [2] and later by Kaplan [3] and others, but it was not 
until the 1990’s that adult neurogenesis became accepted as a 
bona fide phenomenon. This sea change was due in large 
part to advances in technology, such as the development of 
immunohistochemical techniques for labeling dividing cells 
and identifying cells as neurons [1]. Using these technolo-
gies, researchers produced convincing evidence that neuro-
genesis occurs in adults of numerous mammalian species, 
including rodents [4], new-[5] and old-world [6, 7] primates, 
and humans [8]. 

 In adult mammals neurogenesis occurs primarily in two 
germinal zones: the subgranular zone (SGZ) of the dentate 
gyrus (DG) (Fig. 1) and the subventricular zone (SVZ). In 
humans, only SGZ neurogenesis has been conclusively dem-
onstrated [8]. In non-human animals constitutive neurogene-
sis has also been reported in neocortex [9, 10], striatum [10], 
substantia nigra [11], olfactory bulb [12], and hypothalamus 
[13], but neurogenesis in these regions remains controversial 
[14-16]. The majority of neurons born in SVZ migrate along 
the rostral migratory stream to the olfactory bulb where they 
differentiate into granule and periglomerular inhibitory neu-
rons [17]. Neurons born in the SGZ migrate into the granule 
cell layer of DG where they mature into granule cells that 
extend axons to the CA3 hippocampal subfield and receive 
functional synaptic inputs from the perforant path [18-21]. 
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 The realization that the adult brain generates new neu-
rons has created great excitement. There is the possibility 
that adult neurogenesis represents a previously unknown 
form of brain plasticity. As such, adult neurogenesis may 
mediate forms of learning and memory or other kinds of ex-
perience-dependent adaptations [17, 22]. There is also hope 
that adult neurogenesis can be harnessed to promote recov-
ery after brain injury. The fact that adult-born neurons inte-
grate into the existing DG circuitry provides proof of princi-
ple that functional neurons can be created in the adult brain, 
and the comparative study of neurogenic versus non-
neurogenic regions of the brain will help to identify the par-
ticular features and signals that promote new nerve growth in 
the adult brain. Finally, there has recently been great interest 
in a possible connection between neurogenesis and depres-
sion. It has been proposed that reductions in adult SGZ neu-
rogenesis play a causal role in the etiology of depression 
[23]. There is also evidence that antidepressant (AD) drugs 
act by increasing SGZ neurogenesis [24]. 

 This review will critically examine the evidence of a link 
between depression and neurogenesis. Particular attention 
will be paid to the hypothesis that increased SGZ neurogene-
sis is a mechanism of action of AD treatments. After briefly 
discussing experimental methods for assaying neurogenesis, 
we examine evidence linking hippocampus (Hp) to emotion 
and depression. There is evidence that Hp volume is reduced 
in depressed patients, and some have speculated that a reduc-
tion in SGZ neurogenesis may be the cause. We assess the 
evidence that Hp neurogenesis is reduced in depressed pa-
tients, looking to postmortem histological studies and in vivo 
studies examining links among depression, stress, and neu-
rogenesis. Then we turn primarily to animal data to address 
whether reductions in SGZ neurogenesis are sufficient to 
bring about depressive symptoms and whether increases in 
SGZ neurogenesis underlie the therapeutic effects of AD 
treatments. Finally, we provide a brief overview of the cellu-
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lar pathways that regulate SGZ neurogenesis and the mecha-
nisms through which AD drugs boost neurogenesis. 

2. ASSAYING NEUROGENESIS 

2.1. Biological Significance of Neurogenesis 

 Before going into the evidence for a link between SGZ 
neurogenesis and depression, it is worth considering whether 
neurogenesis in the adult is sufficiently robust to render a 
functional role such as this plausible. In the rat, the species 
for which the best data are available, it is estimated that 9000 
new cells are born each day in the DG, and, of these, ap-
proximately 50% survive for at least one month [4, 25]. 
About 80% of the surviving cells in the granule cell layer are 
neurons [25]. At this rate, the number of new granule neu-
rons born each month is equal to 6% of the mature granule 
cell population [4]. Others have estimated that immature, 
adult-born neurons comprise 5-10% of the total dentate 
granule cell population [26]. These estimates are from rats 
housed in standard laboratory conditions; in animals housed 
in more complex environments, the amount of neurogenesis 
is significantly higher [27, 28]. There is also great variability 
between species and even between strains of the same spe-
cies. For instance, proliferation rates are about 50% higher in 
the C57BL6 mouse strain than in the 129/SvJ strain [29]. In 
non-human primates, the amount of neurogenesis may be 
lower than that seen in rodents [7, 8]. Although SGZ neuro-
genesis has been detected in humans, there is little informa-
tion about its rate. In the one study assaying neurogenesis in 
the human SGZ, tissue samples were taken from cancer pa-
tients injected with BrdU before death [8]. The number of 
BrdU labeled neurons was somewhat lower than that seen in 
marmosets and rodents. However, the mean age of the pa-
tients at death was 66.4. Neurogenesis is known to decline 
precipitously with age in rodents [30]; therefore it is unclear 
to what extent the relatively low level of neurogenesis ob-
served in the human patients is representative of neurogene-
sis across the human lifespan. 

 There is also reason to expect that these numerical esti-
mates may underestimate the true functional significance of 
adult neurogenesis. This is because young adult-born neu-
rons have some unique features that may exaggerate their  
 

impact on plasticity within DG. In the first weeks after their 
birth, neurons in the DG are excited by GABA rather than 
inhibited, owing to their elevated resting membrane potential 
[31]. Perhaps, as a result, these cells appear able to undergo 
long-term potentiation (LTP) under conditions of strong 
GABA-ergic inhibition that block LTP in mature neurons 
[26, 32]. Relative to mature neurons, young neurons can be 
depolarized using very small amplitude currents, probably 
due to the activity of low threshold calcium channels [33]. 
Possibly as a result of this increased excitability, young neu-
rons exhibit a reduced threshold for LTP induction as com-
pared to mature neurons [32, 33]. Field recordings have 
identified a form of LTP that can be elicited in the DG by 
weak stimulation of the medial perforant path. Arresting 
neurogenesis via various methods eliminates this form of 
LTP [26, 34]. These unique features of young neurons mean 
that neurogenesis does not simply add new cells to the exist-
ing population of mature granule cells; rather, it creates a 
transient and distinct population of excitable, highly plastic 
young cells. It is conceivable that this population has a 
unique biological function, distinct from that of mature 
granule neurons. 

 More direct evidence for a behavioral or psychological 
function for adult neurogenesis comes from rodent behav-
ioral studies. Participation in challenging Hp-dependent 
learning tasks, such as maze learning, causes immediate-
early genes such as cFos to be expressed in adult-born neu-
rons [35] and increases the probability that these neurons 
will survive for the long-term [27, 36], suggesting that these 
cells somehow participate in the underlying learning. Con-
versely, blocking neurogenesis in the SGZ impairs perform-
ance in some of the same tasks [34, 37-39]. 

 In sum, research so far suggests that neurogenesis is 
likely to be behaviorally significant. In rodents, behavioral 
significance has been demonstrated explicitly in experiments 
showing that the arrest of neurogenesis produces behavioral 
impairments. Even if the amount of neurogenesis in humans 
is lower than that in rodents –and this has yet to be solidly 
demonstrated- there is reason to expect that a small popula-
tion of young, adult-born neurons can make a significant 
functional contribution because of the unique properties of 
these neurons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (1). Immunohistochemical labeling of adult-born neurons in the mouse. (A) Doublecortin (DCX) immunohistochemistry labels the im-

mature neurons and neuroblasts that line the inner granule cell layer and subgranular zone of the dentate gyrus. DCX is expressed in neurons 

until about 28 days of age. (Color is saturated to expose the dendrites traversing the GCL.) (B) BrdU-positive and BrdU/NeuN double-

positive cells in the dentate. BrdU is a birthdating marker (see section 2.2), and NeuN is a neuron-specific marker. The mouse was injected 

with BrdU (150 mg/kg) once per day for 3 days and then sacrificed on the fourth day. (Scale bars = 50 m). 
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2.2. Methodology 

 Generally, there are three ways in which a given treat-
ment can influence the number of adult-born neurons present 
in a system at a given time. The treatment can affect prolif-
eration by influencing the frequency at which progenitor 
cells in the SGZ divide. The new cells born can be neurons, 
glia, or, through symmetric division, additional progenitors. 
Treatments can affect the relative numbers of postmitotic 
cells adopting these different phenotypes. Finally, after a 
neuron is born, it can either survive or die. Some manipula-
tions, such as environmental enrichment (see below), can 
affect the probability of survival without altering prolifera-
tion. 

 These different modes of affecting neurogenesis can be 
differentiated using a birthdating marker, most commonly 
bromodeoyxuridine (BrdU). BrdU is a base analogue of 
thymidine that is incorporated into DNA during replication. 
BrdU can be injected into an animal systemically, and, as a 
result, all cells undergoing S-phase while the BrdU is present 
will contain BrdU, which can then be detected using immu-
nohistochemistry [40]. If tissue is collected within several 
hours after injection of BrdU, the resulting BrdU-positive 
cell counts will reflect cell proliferation primarily. If tissue is 
collected days to weeks after the injection, one can assess the 
relative likelihood that the dividing cells adopted a neuronal 
or glial fate by assessing co-localization of BrdU with neu-
ronal- or glial-specific antigenic markers [4]. Finally, by 
injecting BrdU just prior to commencing a given experimen-
tal treatment, and then collecting the brain tissue after sev-
eral weeks of the treatment, one can determine whether the 
treatment regulates survival of new cells independent of ef-
fects on proliferation (e.g. [41]). 

 BrdU labeling has some limitations. Because BrdU can 
only be detected by immunohistochemistry, it is not possible 
to identify its presence in live cells. Furthermore, BrdU la-
bels not only newly-born neurons and glia, but also progeni-
tor cells, which continue to divide after all free BrdU has 
been eliminated. These progenitors transmit BrdU to their 
progeny, and as a result, new BrdU-labeled cells continue to 
be born for several days after a BrdU injection [25]. As a 
result, it can be difficult to precisely quantify cell birth rates 
using BrdU. 

 Because BrdU cannot be visualized in vivo, researchers 
have begun using genetic strategies to tag adult-born cells. 
One approach for labeling adult-born cells has been to inject 
into DG retroviruses coding for a fluorescent protein [18, 31, 
42]. The retroviral DNA will be incorporated only into divid-
ing cells, and as a result, progenitor cells and their progeny 
will express the fluorophor, but cells born before the injec-
tion will not. Another approach is to express a fluorophor 
transgenically under a promoter that is active only in a spe-
cific cell type, such as neuronal progenitors [43]. This ap-
proach has the advantage that the fluorescent label can be 
targeted to specific cell types, but it requires careful verifica-
tion that the expression pattern is faithful to that of the en-
dogenous promoter. Because fluorophors can be visualized 
in live hippocampal slices, they allow specific cell popula-
tions to be identified for intracellular electrophysiological 
recordings or cell sorting. These genetic approaches for fluo-
rescent labeling of cells have led to great progress in under-

standing the unique electrophysiology and morphology of 
young neurons and neural progenitors [31, 42, 44] 

3. HIPPOCAMPUS, NEUROGENESIS, AND THE 
ETIOLOGY OF DEPRESSION 

3.1. Hippocampus and Emotion 

 Hp is traditionally thought of as a learning and memory 
center. Its role in this domain was first proposed over a hun-
dred years ago but became cemented with Milner’s famous 
studies of the patient H.M., whose temporal lobe was re-
sected in treatment of epilepsy [45] (for review see [46]). 
Studies of learning and memory continue to dominate the Hp 
literature, but over the past 30 years a considerable body of 
work has emerged in parallel documenting a role for Hp in 
the control of aspects of emotionality. Gray and McNaugh-
ton, for instance, have argued at length that the septo-
hippocampal system is instrumental in regulating anxiety 
[47]. The foundation of their theory includes the observation 
that all anxiolytic drugs impair the septo-hippocampal theta 
rhythm, which is the phasic firing pattern of cells in the hip-
pocampus and related structures thought to ready the system 
for information processing [48]. Furthermore, lesions to the 
medial septum, which generates the hippocampal theta 
rhythm, or to Hp directly, produce behavioral effects similar 
to those of anxiolytic drugs [47, 49]. 

 More recent work suggests that the mnemonic and emo-
tional functions of Hp may be segregated along its long, 
septo-temporal axis. Lesions to the septal half of the Hp 
(also known as dorsal Hp in rodents and posterior Hp in hu-
mans) impair spatial maze performance to the same extent as 
whole Hp lesions [50], but similarly-sized lesions to the 
temporal (ventral in rodents, anterior in humans) portion of 
Hp are of no effect in these tasks [51, 52]. Conversely, tem-
poral Hp lesions produce anxiolytic-like effects in a number 
of tasks, including novelty-suppressed feeding (NSF; de-
scribed below) and the light-dark choice test, but septal Hp 
lesions have little or no effect in the same tasks [51-53]. The 
lesion data suggest that septal Hp is specialized for process-
ing spatial (or affectively neutral) information, while the 
temporal Hp controls responses to anxiogenic stimuli (cf. 
[47]). These specializations are consistent with differences in 
physiology and connectivity along the septo-temporal axis. 
Septal Hp is more densely populated with place cells than is 
temporal Hp, and it receives the majority of visual sensory 
inputs [54]. The ventral Hp is more closely connected to 
limbic structures, having reciprocal connections with 
amygdala [55] and extending projections to nucleus accum-
bens, prefrontal cortex, and hypothalamus [56]. 

 Less is known about the specific role of DG in emotional 
regulation. Most of the work on DG has focused on informa-
tion processing (for a through summary, several excellent 
reviews are available [57-59]). Three features are thought to 
be central to the DG’s information processing functions [57, 
58]: its highly divergent input from the entorhinal cortex, 
with 200,000 entorhinal cortical cells projecting to over 
2,000,000 DG granule cells (in the rat); its competitive feed-
back inhibition, which ensures that only the most active neu-
rons maintain activity in response to a stimulus; and the rela-
tively sparse mossy fiber inputs to CA3. These characteris-
tics are thought to enable DG granule cells to produce a 
sparse and non-redundant representation of entorhinal inputs, 
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a function that may help give similar experiences unique 
mnemonic representations. Consistent with this interpreta-
tion, lesions to DG impair fine spatial discriminations but do 
not affect more gross spatial discriminations [60]. It is also 
thought that the DG may be more important for encoding of 
memories than for retrieval [58], and there is some behav-
ioral evidence to this effect [61]. 

 What is the role of neurogenesis in these processes? One 
possibility is that the addition of new granule neurons allows 
the sparseness of the DG code to be maintained even as new 
memories are continually added [59]. Alternatively, the addi-
tion of highly plastic young neurons to the network may es-
sentially reduce the sparseness of the DG code, allowing 
experiences that occur in close temporal proximity to be 
bound into cohesive and distinct episodic memories [62]. As 
the new neurons encoding a particular episode mature out of 
their highly plastic stage, their reduced capacity for plasticity 
ensures that new experiences do not interfere. Both of these 
accounts predict that reductions in neurogenesis will reduce 
the degree to which episodic memories are discriminable 
from each other. How could this relate to depression? Per-
haps reductions in neurogenesis cause negative experiences 
to be overgeneralized across space and time. Of course, posi-
tive experiences should be similarly overgeneralized, so ad-
ditional mechanisms would be needed to explain how re-
duced neurogenesis could produce a net negative change in 
affect. 

3.2. Depression is Associated with Hippocampal Atrophy 

 MRI has been used extensively to determine whether 
depression is associated with changes in brain morphology. 
Some studies report a reduced Hp volume in depressed pa-
tients [63-67] and others not [68-70], but a recent meta-
analysis of 17 published MRI studies concludes that the ag-
gregate data favor a reduction in Hp volume in depressed 
patients [67]. Discrepancies between individual studies may 
be due to procedural factors [67]. Specifically, inclusion of 
the amygdala in volumetric measurements of Hp tended to 
reduce the effect size of volumetric differences, perhaps be-
cause the amygdala may be enlarged in depressed patients 
[71]. In addition, there is evidence that the Hp volume loss in 
depression is correlated with the duration for which depres-
sion is untreated [72]. Therefore, inclusion of first-episode 
patients or patients that have been treated for an extended 
period may reduce the observed Hp volume loss. Consistent 
with the anatomical data, depressed patients show impair-
ments in Hp-related cognitive tasks [67, 73]. 

 At the cellular level, there are presumably three possible 
(non-exclusive) mechanisms by which this decrease in Hp 
volume could occur: cell loss through cell death, cell loss 
through non-replacement (i.e., a reduction in neurogenesis or 
gliogenesis), and cell atrophy (of somata and/or neurites). At 
present, there is relatively little patient histological data to 
help distinguish among these hypotheses. Two studies using 
the same brain specimens reported no cell loss and only mi-
nor increases in apoptosis in Hp of depressed patients [74, 
75]. Another study also found no cell loss in Hp but reported 
that the soma size of pyramidal and granule neurons is re-
duced in the Hp and DG of depressed patients [76]. These 
data suggest that cell loss is not the primary mediator of de-
pression-related decreases in Hp volume (for other possible 

mediators, see [77]). Finally, one study examined expression 
of a marker of cell proliferation (Ki-67) in postmortem tissue 
from depressed and control individuals [78]. There was no 
decrease in Ki-67 expression in the DG of depressed pa-
tients. However, most of the patients were being treated with 
AD medications at the time of death; because AD drugs in-
crease neurogenesis (discussed in detail below), depression-
related decreases in proliferation may have been masked. In 
summary, post-mortem studies have not uncovered evidence 
of reduced neurogenesis in depression, but this absence of 
evidence should be interpreted with caution because of the 
paucity of data available. 

3.3. Stress, Depression, and Neurogenesis are Interre-
lated 

 Dysregulation of the HPA axis is a common feature of 
depression, although it may not be present in all subtypes of 
the disease [79]. About half of all depressed patients show an 
abnormal response to the dexamethasone suppression test 
[80, 81], which measures the ability of an exogenous gluco-
corticoid receptor agonist to suppress endogenous stress 
hormone release. In some depressed patients this suppression 
is blunted, suggesting a downregulation of glucocorticoid 
receptors and impaired negative feedback regulation of the 
stress response [82]. Baseline cortisol levels are also ele-
vated in some depressed patients [83, 84]. 

 It is difficult to know for sure whether dysregulation of 
the HPA axis is a cause or an effect of depression. However, 
several lines of evidence suggest that stress can play a causal 
role. Generalized anxiety disorder is a major risk factor for 
depression, and depressive episodes are commonly precipi-
tated by stressful life events [85]. Of course, the effects of 
stressful life experiences can be moderated by underlying 
genetic predispositions, a point that is illustrated by a re-
markable recent study by Caspi and colleagues [86]. The 
study showed that the effect of stressful life experiences on 
lifetime depression risk varies depending on a polymorphism 
in the serotonin transporter gene. In all subjects the probabil-
ity of a depressive episode increased with the number of 
stressful events experienced. However, the effect of the 
stressful life events on depression risk was much larger in 
individuals possessing the “short” allele than in those pos-
sessing the “long” allele of the gene. 

 The effects of chronic stress have also been studied ex-
perimentally in animals. One strongly validated animal 
model is the chronic mild stress paradigm [87]. In it, rodents 
are exposed continuously to various mild stressors, such as 
food and water deprivation, temperature changes, and 
changes in cage mates. Rats exposed to this procedure for 
several weeks show a number of symptoms that parallel 
those seen in depressed patients, including anhedonia, altera-
tions in sleep-wake cycle, and reduced sexual and self-care 
behavior. Mice subjected to the treatment show increased 
anxiety-like behavior in some tests, decreased grooming, and 
increased aggression, but it is noteworthy that the effects 
vary greatly between strains and the reliability of these find-
ings has been questioned [88-90]. Chronic stress also causes 
a decrease in SGZ neurogenesis [91]. The effect of chronic 
stress on neurogenesis has been replicated numerous times 
using different stress paradigms and species. This work has 
been carefully reviewed elsewhere [92-94], so we will not 
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detail it here. Importantly, both the behavioral symptoms and 
the reduction in neurogenesis caused by chronic stress can be 
prevented or reversed by AD treatments [87] (for review see 
[92]). 

 In summary, some subtypes of depression are associated 
with elevated stress hormone levels, and stress appears to 
play a causal role in the generation of depression. Research 
using animal models indicates that chronic stress decreases 
neurogenesis and produces behavioral outcomes similar to 
those seen in depression. These data suggest that neurogene-
sis may be reduced in at least some depressed patients and 
have fostered speculation that reductions in neurogenesis 
play a causal role in the disease [23]. 

3.4. Reducing SGZ Neurogenesis Does Not Induce De-
pressive Symptoms 

 Recent work using animal models has begun to address 
whether reductions in neurogenesis produce depressive 
symptoms. Two recent studies examined whether levels of 
neurogenesis correlate with behavioral responses in a learned 
helplessness (LH) procedure [95, 96]. In LH, animals are 
first exposed (or not exposed) to inescapable shock and then 
transferred to an escape/avoidance task in which shock is 
controllable [97, 98]. Exposure to inescapable shock impairs 
subsequent acquisition of the escape/avoidance task, argua-
bly because the inescapable shock teaches animals that they 
are ineffectual, or helpless. However, there can be marked 
interindividual variability in the effects of the inescapable 
shock, with some animals showing large impairments in sub-
sequent escape/avoidance acquisition and others showing 
none. One study demonstrated that exposure to inescapable 
but not escapable shock reduces cell proliferation for at least 
9 days [96], but this study did not differentiate between help-
less and non-helpless animals. A second study, by Vollmayr 
and Henn, found that helpless and nonhelpless animals had 
equal reductions in proliferation [95], suggesting that 
changes in proliferation could not have produced the helpless 
phenotype. Consistent with this interpretation is the finding 
that the behavioral and anti-proliferative effects of inescap-
able shock followed different time-courses: the behavioral 
impairments in avoidance manifested within 1 day after in-
escapable shock, but the reductions in proliferation were not 
observed until 7 days after. There are, however, several fac-
tors that complicate interpretation of the Vollmayr and Henn 
results. First, the neuronal or glial identity of BrdU-labeled 
cells was not determined; thus, it is not known whether the 
experimental groups differed in their numbers of newborn 
neurons. Second, it is not known whether the impaired and 
unimpaired subjects differed in their pre-treatment levels of 
neurogenesis. Finally, questions have been raised about the 
construct validity of LH as a model of depression, because 
the behavioral effects of inescapable shock exposure are 
short-term [99], can be prevented by subchronic (not only 
chronic) AD treatment [96], and can be explained by psycho-
logical mechanisms other than “learned helplessness”[100]. 

 A more definitive way to evaluate the putative causal role 
of neurogenesis in depression may be to experimentally 
block neurogenesis in animals and then evaluate whether 
depression-like symptoms are produced. Our research group 
has begun using this approach. One method of arresting neu-
rogenesis is to subject the brain to low doses of irradiation. 

Irradiation kills dividing progenitor cells and alters the SGZ 
microenvironment such that neurogenesis levels are reduced 
significantly or eliminated altogether [101-103]. We have 
shown that completely blocking SGZ neurogenesis using a 
targeted irradiation procedure has no effect on performance 
in a number of relevant behavioral tasks. For instance, irra-
diation does not alter latency-to-feed in either the NSF test 
[24] or the novelty-induced hypophagia test (our unpub-
lished data). Both of these tests are AD screens that measure 
the latency of a mouse to venture into the center of an open 
field to obtain food. Latency-to-feed is decreased by chronic 
AD drug treatment and acute anxiolytic treatment, but not by 
acute AD drug treatment [104, 105]. Irradiation also fails to 
affect behavior in two traditional anxiety tests, the elevated-
plus maze and light-dark choice test (our unpublished data). 

 We have replicated some of these negative results using 
an alternative method for arresting neurogenesis. The alter-
native method is a transgenic mouse in which herpes-
simplex virus thymidine kinase (HSV-TK) is expressed un-
der the GFAP promoter. GFAP is expressed in the neural 
stem cells located in the SGZ and SVZ [106]. The presence 
of HSV-TK in dividing cells confers sensitivity to the cyto-
toxic effects of the antiviral drug ganciclovir. Thus, in the 
transgenic mouse, administration of ganciclovir kills divid-
ing neural stem cells and reduces neurogenesis to low levels 
[106]. Non-neurogenic glial cells also express GFAP but 
because these cells are not dividing they are not killed by 
ganciclovir [34]. Similar to our results with irradiation, 
blocking neurogenesis in the transgenic mice had no affect 
on behavior in the open field, NSF test, or light-dark choice 
test [34]. 

 The only domain in which direct effects of blocking neu-
rogenesis have been reported is learning and memory. Re-
ducing or blocking SGZ neurogenesis in rats or mice has 
been reported to cause impairments in a Hp-dependent form 
of classical conditioning (trace conditioning) [37, 38], long-
term spatial memory [39], contextual fear conditioning [34, 
107], and a test of working memory [107]. There is contro-
versy surrounding some of these reports because the methods 
used to arrest neurogenesis are known to have side-effects 
[102, 108]. Currently the most solid finding is the deficit in 
contextual fear conditioning, which has been replicated three 
times using three different methods for blocking neurogene-
sis and two different species (rats [107] and mice [34]). Con-
textual fear conditioning is a form of classical conditioning 
produced by pairing an aversive footshock with a particular 
spatial context [109]. As a result of the pairing, the subject 
exhibits fear when returned to the shock-paired context. 
Animals in which neurogenesis has been arrested exhibit 
reduced fear of the shock-paired context compared to control 
animals. It is as yet unclear whether this reduction stems 
from impairments in the acquisition or expression of the as-
sociation. It is also unclear whether or how this impairment 
relates to depression. To our knowledge, contextual fear 
conditioning has not been examined in depressed patients. 
Further research will be needed to determine if impaired fear 
conditioning is an endophenotype of depression and whether 
an impairment of this sort can give rise to the affective fea-
tures of the disease. 

 In summary, the elevated HPA activity associated with 
depression makes it likely that SGZ neurogenesis levels are 
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reduced in at least some depressed patients. However, there 
is currently no evidence that reduced neurogenesis produces 
depressive symptoms. Using two independent methods for 
blocking neurogenesis in mice and multiple behavioral out-
come measures, we found no evidence that arresting neuro-
genesis produces a depression-like or anxious state. The only 
known effects of arresting neurogenesis are impairments in 
specific forms of learning and memory. More research is 
needed to determine whether these deficits are relevant to 
depression. 

4. NEUROGENESIS AND THE TREATMENT OF DE-
PRESSION 

4.1. AD Treatments Enhance SGZ Neurogenesis 

 The most compelling evidence linking neurogenesis to 
depression is that virtually all AD treatments studied to date 
increase SGZ neurogenesis. SRIs, tricyclic ADs, and lithium 
all increase neurogenesis after chronic (> 2 weeks) treatment 
(for review see [93, 110, 111]). The neurogenic effects of 
these drugs are limited to the SGZ; no increase in neuro-
genesis is observed in the SVZ. With some of these drugs, 
namely fluoxetine and agomelatine, it has been shown that 
acute or subchronic treatment (<7 days) is not sufficient to 
increase neurogenesis [112, 113]. Therefore, neurogenic 
effects of these drugs roughly parallel the “therapeutic lag” 
seen in human patients. 

 Neurogenesis is also enhanced by other compounds not 
traditionally classified as ADs but that possess AD proper-
ties. These include estrogen [114], which has AD properties 
in some circumstances [115], and some atypical antipsychot-
ics [116]. Conversely, a number of drugs without AD prop-
erties (typical antipsychotics, opiates, ethanol) have been 
demonstrated to either have no effect on or reduce SGZ neu-
rogenesis [117-121]. 

 The birthdating marker BrdU has been used to assess 
whether AD drugs influence neurogenesis by increasing neu-
ronal proliferation or by promoting survival of newborn neu-
rons. When BrdU was administered 2h before sacrifice to 
mice treated for 14 days with fluoxetine, there was increased 
BrdU incorporation in the SGZ, consistent with an increase 
in cell proliferation [113]. When BrdU was administered just 
before commencement of a 14-day course of fluoxetine, no 
increase in BrdU-labeled neurons was reported [113]. How-
ever, when BrdU was administered prior to a 28-day course 
of fluoxetine, an increase in the number of BrdU-labeled 
neurons was reported [41]. Apparently the effects of fluoxet-
ine on the survival of existing newborn cells do not manifest 
until after the proliferative effects, suggesting these effects 
have different underlying mechanisms. The relative numbers 
of BrdU-labeled cells co-expressing neuronal- or glial-
specific markers are not affected by fluoxetine [113], indicat-
ing that the drug does not affect cell fate determination. The 
increase in SGZ neurogenesis caused by these AD drugs is 
thus mediated by increases in both cell proliferation and sur-
vival, and not by changes in the relative numbers of cells 
adopting neuronal versus glial fates. 

 SGZ neurogenesis is also upregulated by electroconvul-
sive seizure (ECS) treatment [113, 122]. ECS is a rodent 
model of electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), a highly effective 
AD treatment often used with patients resistant to pharma-

cotherapy [123]. The effects of ECS on neurogenesis are 
stronger than those of AD drugs [113]. As with the pharma-
cological treatments, ECS does not markedly change the 
ratio of neurons to glia born, and the extra neurons born sur-
vive long past the end of the treatment [113, 124]. The pro-
liferative effect of a single ECS treatment reaches a maxi-
mum within 72 h [122]. This suggests that the proliferative 
effect of ECT is considerably faster than that of AD drugs. 
The therapeutic effects of ECT are similarly rapid, appearing 
within the first few treatments and reaching a maximum 
within 2-4 weeks of treatment [125]. However, it should be 
noted that the very rapid-onset effects of ECT are unlikely to 
be mediated by increases in neurogenesis, because new neu-
rons do not become functionally integrated until at least a 
week after their birth [126]. 

 Two other treatments that potently upregulate neurogene-
sis are exercise and environmental enrichment. In humans, 
exercise tends to have a mood elevating effect [127], but it is 
unclear whether the same is true in rodents. In rodent mod-
els, exercise is usually operationalized as the housing of 
animals in a cage containing a running wheel. Some strains 
will run up to 18km a day [128]. Running increases cell pro-
liferation two- to four-fold, modestly increases the propor-
tion of newborn cells that adopt a neuronal fate, but does not 
markedly alter cell survival [128, 129]. Enrichment usually 
comprises housing animals in larger, more complex envi-
ronments containing toys, enclosures, and sometimes run-
ning wheels. Rodents housed in an enriched environment 
tend to be less anxious than those housed in standard labora-
tory cages [130-133] and show improved learning and mem-
ory ability [133]. Enrichment’s effects on neurogenesis are 
strain-dependent in mice. In one mouse strain that has a rela-
tively low baseline level of neurogenesis (129/SvJ), enrich-
ment increases both proliferation and survival [134]. In an-
other strain with higher baseline levels (C57BL/6), enrich-
ment enhances neuronal survival but does not affect prolif-
eration [28, 135]. The neurogenic effects of both enrichment 
and exercise are limited to the SGZ [136]. 

 The one putative AD treatment that has not been demon-
strated to upregulate SGZ neurogenesis is transcranial mag-
netic stimulation (TMS). TMS uses strong magnets to induce 
electrical currents in frontal cortical areas. Data on clinical 
efficacy are preliminary but suggest that TMS is superior to 
a sham treatment in humans [137]. In the rat TMS has been 
shown to prevent the effects of repeated social defeat stress 
on stress hormone levels [138]. In this study TMS only par-
tially reduced the effects of stress on neuronal proliferation 
and may have exacerbated the effects on neuronal survival. 
No data were collected on the behavioral effects of TMS in 
this experiment, but in other rodent studies TMS has had 
only mixed success in producing antidepressant-like behav-
ioral effects [139-141]. This mixed success may have to do 
with the difficulty of recapitulating the correct stimulation 
parameters in the rat. Until reliable behavioral effects of 
TMS in rodent models are established, data on the presence 
or absence of neurogenic effects will be uninformative. 

 In sum, there is considerable evidence that AD treat-
ments, both pharmacological and non-pharmacological, 
upregulate SGZ neurogenesis. The diversity of treatments 
that have this effect is striking. Among pharmacotherapies, 
at least four different classes of drug are included (SRIs, 
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tricyclic ADs, atypical ADs, atypical antipsychotics); behav-
ioral treatments (exercise, enrichment) are included, as is 
ECT. The data suggest that upregulation of neurogenesis 
may be a common pathway through which different AD 
treatments act. On the other hand, it is also possible that the 
upregulation of neurogenesis is a marker of AD treatment 
with no intrinsic therapeutic efficacy. As described below, 
recent animal studies have attempted to distinguish between 
these two hypotheses. 

4.2. Neurogenesis is Required for Some Behavioral  
Effects of AD Treatments 

 If the upregulation of neurogenesis mediates the thera-
peutic effects of AD treatments, then blocking neurogenesis 
should interfere with the effects of these treatments. Three 
recent studies have tested this hypothesis using mouse mod-
els. All three studies used a targeted irradiation procedure to 
eliminate cell proliferation in the SGZ without affecting SVZ 
neurogenesis. One study conducted in our lab demonstrated 
that irradiation blocked the effects of both imipramine and 
fluoxetine in two mouse behavioral screens for AD activity 
[24]. One screen was the NSF test described above. A virtue 
of this test as a screen for AD activity is that latency-to-feed 
is reduced by chronic AD treatment and not by acute or sub-
chronic treatment, paralleling the therapeutic lag seen in hu-
man patients. Chronic treatment with these drugs reduced 
latency to feed in control mice but not irradiated mice. The 
other behavioral screen was the chronic unpredictable stress 
paradigm, a variation on the chronic mild stress procedure 
described above. Chronic stress diminished grooming behav-
ior, and this diminishment was prevented by fluoxetine 
treatment in control mice but not irradiated mice. In a sepa-
rate series of experiments conducted by another lab, irradia-
tion was shown to block the anxiolytic effects of chronic 
treatment with the synthetic cannabinoid HU210 [142]. 
Thus, neurogenesis was required for the behavioral effects of 
three different drugs in two different AD screens. 

 In interesting contrast to the previous studies, we recently 
discovered that the effects of environmental enrichment on 
NSF performance do not require neurogenesis [133]. In this 
study, adult mice were subjected to the targeted irradiation 
procedure, and then after a recovery period were housed in 
an enriched environment that included running wheels. After 
6 weeks of enrichment, latency-to-feed was reduced in the 
enriched mice, suggesting that enrichment had an anxiolytic 
effect, like AD drugs. However, the effect was not blocked 
by irradiation, indicating that this behavioral effect was neu-
rogenesis-independent. 

 In sum, these three studies suggest that AD-like effects 
can be achieved through at least two different pathways (Fig. 
2), one that is neurogenesis-dependent and one that is neuro-
genesis-independent. AD drugs and cannabinoids appear to 
use a neurogenesis-dependent pathway, while enrichment 
uses a neurogenesis-independent pathway either alone or in 
combination with the neurogenesis–dependent pathway. An 
important outstanding question not addressed by these ex-
periments is whether the upregulation of neurogenesis is 
sufficient to produce AD effects. A related concern is that 
there may be other relevant effects of AD drugs that are not 
neurogenesis-dependent and that were not assayed by the 
two behavioral tests employed in the studies cited above. 

Indeed, it is unlikely that any two behavioral tests will have 
perfect predictive validity or will detect all therapeutically-
relevant effects of a drug. Future research should assess the 
effects of AD drugs and neurogenesis disruption in a broader 
array of animal depression screens and models. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (2). Animal models suggest that antidepressant drugs reduce 

anxiety through a neurogenesis-dependent mechanism. It is possible 

that other effects of these drugs occur through a neurogenesis-

independent mechanism. Environmental enrichment boosts neuro-

genesis and decreases anxiety, but in this case the anxiolytic effect 

is neurogenesis-independent. Presumably anxiolytic effects can be 

achieved through both neurogenesis-dependent and –independent 

mechanisms. 

5. REGULATION OF NEUROGENESIS: CELLULAR 
AND NETWORK MECHANISMS 

 Much recent work has been devoted to identifying the 
cellular pathways controlling the proliferation, differentia-
tion, and circuit integration of adult-born cells. A thorough 
understanding of these pathways will be an important tool 
for the rational development of new ADs that target neuro-
genesis. 

5.1. The SGZ and SVZ are Uniquely Permissive of Neu-
rogenesis 

 The SGZ and SVZ provide microenvironments that are 
uniquely permissive of neurogenesis relative to other areas 
of the CNS. Although proliferating cells reside throughout 
the CNS, it is only in the SGZ and SVZ that these cells retain 
the ability to produce both neurons and glia. In other regions, 
proliferating cells give rise to glia exclusively. This exclusiv-
ity is dictated by cues from surrounding tissue, not by intrin-
sic properties of the proliferating cells [143]. Proliferating 
cells isolated from the spinal cord, a non-neurogenic tissue, 
give rise to neurons when transplanted into the SGZ. When 
transplanted into other subfields of the HP, the cells give rise 
to glia only. The neurogenic property of the SGZ appears to 
be conferred by astrocyte-derived signals [144]. Progenitor 
cells do not produce new neurons or glia when plated onto a 
medium free of other cells. When plated onto a culture con-
sisting primarily of Hp-derived neurons, the progenitors pro-
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duce many oligodendrocytes and few neurons. Conversely, 
when plated onto a culture of Hp-derived astrocytes, the pro-
genitors produce many neurons and few glia. Astrocytes 
appear to instruct progenitors to produce neurons via the 
diffusible signal Wnt3 [145]. Wnt3 is expressed by adult HP 
astrocytes, and progenitor cells express its receptors. Block-
ing the Wnt pathway by interfering with its intracellular sig-
naling mechanisms within progenitor cells significantly re-
duces neurogenesis in progenitor cell/astrocyte co-cultures. 
Furthermore, virally-mediated overexpression of Wnt3 in the 
DG in vivo markedly increases neurogenesis. 

5.2. Progenitor Cells in the SGZ 

 The pool of neuronal progenitor cells in the SGZ consists 
of two major classes. The first class, usually called Type I 
[146] or B [147] cells, consists of stem-like cells [148] with 
radial-glia-like morphology and electrophysiological charac-
teristics of adult hippocampal astrocytes [149]. It is thought 
that these cells divide relatively infrequently and give rise 
through asymmetric division to the second major class of 
proliferative cell, the Type II or D cell. Type II cells have 
more neuronal characteristics, such as fast voltage-gated 
inward currents and expression of PSA-NCAM and double-
cortin, markers of immature neurons. The Type II cells are 
transiently-amplifying cells that divide rapidly and give rise 
to postmitotic neuroblasts, which migrate into the granule 
cell layer and develop into granule cells with functional syn-
apses (see [146, 148] for review). The Type II cells have 
been sub-classified into several different types according to 
their proliferative potential, morphology, and level of neu-
ronal differentiation [146, 147]. 

5.3. Neuronal Proliferation is Regulated by Network Ac-
tivity 

 The frequency with which type II progenitors cell give 
rise to neurons appears to be regulated by network activity in 
the DG. As noted above, various systemic manipulations that 
putatively increase hippocampal activity also increase neu-
rogenesis. These include running, Hp-dependent learning, 
LTP induction [150, 151], and status epilepticus [152]. The 
progenitors themselves appear able to sense this activity di-
rectly via neurotransmitter receptors, but there is some con-
troversy as to the identity of the neurotransmitters involved. 
One study by Deisseroth, Singla and colleagues examined 
neuronal progenitor cells cultured in a medium containing no 
other live cells [153]. In this preparation, the application of 
NMDA increased the number of neurons produced, and this 
effect could be blocked with L-type calcium channel block-
ers. These data suggest that glutamatergic inputs to progeni-
tor cells activate L-type calcium channels, which direct the 
cells to exit the cell cycle and terminally differentiate into 
neurons. Consistent with this interpretation, in vivo admini-
stration of L-type calcium channel agonist and antagonist 
drugs increased and decreased, respectively, the amount of 
neurogenesis. Another study by Tozuka et al. made intracel-
lular recordings from GFP-labeled type II progenitors in a 
hippocampal slice preparation [44]. These researchers found 
that focal application of GABA evoked inward (depolariz-
ing) currents in the progenitors but NMDA had no effect. 
The GABA-mediated depolarization increased expression of 
NeuroD, a transcription factor that promotes neuronal differ-
entiation, and increased the proportion of progenitor cells 

that differentiated into neurons. It is unclear why NMDA-
mediated currents were not detected in this study. One possi-
bility is that the progenitors were in a slightly different matu-
rational state than those examined by Deisseroth [154]. What 
both studies make clear, however, is that progenitors have 
the ability to directly sense network activity and that depo-
larization of these cells promotes neuronal differentiation. 

5.4. GABA Regulates Neuronal Differentiation 

 In addition to acting on type II progenitors to promote 
neuronal differentiation, GABA acts directly on immature 
neurons to promote differentiation and circuit integration. 
Although GABA is primarily inhibitory to mature neurons, 
immature neurons are excited by GABA, owing to their ele-
vated intracellular chloride levels [155]. Stimulation of 
GABAA receptors opens Cl- channels, leading in immature 
neurons to a depolarizing outward flow of Cl- ions. The high 
intracellular Cl- concentration in immature neurons is due to 
a high concentration of the Cl- importing transporter NKCC1 
and a low concentration of the Cl- exporting transporter 
KCC2. In a remarkable recent study NKCC1 expression was 
knocked down in postmitotic neurons using a short-hairpin 
RNA (shRNA) [31]. Transducing postmitotic neurons with 
the shRNA converted GABA responses from depolarizing to 
hyperpolarizing. Importantly, when examined 2 weeks after 
transduction, the neurons exhibited less dendritic arboriza-
tion and weaker synaptic inputs than control cells. The result 
suggests that GABA-mediated excitation of postmitotic neu-
rons promotes their development and integration into local 
circuits. 

 In summary, activity within the DG is a primary regula-
tor of neuronal proliferation and survival. Activity is sensed 
both by progenitors and by postmitotic neurons themselves. 
At the level of progenitor cells, activity in the DG activates 
NMDA, L-type Ca

++ 
channels, and/or GABA receptors, 

which depolarize the progenitor cells and promote neuron 
production. Postmitotic neurons sense DG activity through 
GABA receptors, which, when activated, depolarize the cell 
and promote differentiation and circuit integration. It seems 
likely that some AD treatments, particularly those that in-
crease network activity in Hp, such as ECT, exercise, and 
possibly enrichment, take advantage of these excitation-
neurogenesis coupling mechanisms. However, little is known 
about the specifics of these interactions. The majority of 
studies on the link between AD treatments and neurogenesis 
have focused on the role of neurotrophic factors. This work 
is described in the next section. 

6. REGULATION OF NEUROGENESIS BY AD 
TREATMENTS 

 The pathways through which AD treatments upregulate 
neurogenesis are currently a subject of great interest. Most 
AD drugs acutely increase serotonin or norepinephrine levels 
but also produce numerous downstream changes in gene 
expression [156]. The effects of ECT are similarly complex 
[157]. Considerable effort has been put forth in trying to 
identify which of these downstream changes are instrumental 
in the therapeutic effects of the treatments. Among the many 
downstream changes observed are increases in neurotrophin 
levels (for review see [110]). Because neurotrophins are 
known to regulate neurogenesis both at the level of cell pro-
liferation and differentiation, it seems very likely that these 
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factors are involved in the neurogenic effects of AD treat-
ments. Indeed, there is now a growing body of literature in-
dicating that neurotrophins are required for the neurogenic 
effects of AD treatments. 

6.1. AD Treatments Boost Neurotrophin Levels in Hp 

 A number of studies have shown that AD treatments, 
both pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic, increase neu-
rotrophin levels within the HP. Gene expression profiling in 
the rat has shown that chronic ECS treatment upregulates 
expression of the mRNAs for brain-derived neurotrophic 
factor (BDNF) [157-161]; its receptor, TrkB [160]; and vas-
cular-endothelial growth factor (VEGF)[157, 158]. Acute 
ECS additionally upregulates fibroblast growth factor-2 
(FGF2) mRNA [157]. Numerous AD drugs, including tri-
cyclics, monoamine-oxidase inhibitors, and selective-
serotonin reuptake inhibitors, have been reported to increase 
BDNF mRNA in HP [160] (for review see [162]). Some AD 
drugs have been additionally reported to increase expression 
in Hp of TrkB [160], insulin-like growth factor [163], and 
VEGF [92]. It is notable that some studies failed to detect an 
increase in BDNF protein in HP after chronic treatment with 
AD drugs [159, 161]. However, these negative results should 
be interpreted cautiously in light of data that autophosphory-
lation of the TrkB receptor is increased under similar condi-
tions [164]. Autophosphorylation of TrkB is the first step in 
the neurotrophin signaling cascade and has been validated as 
a measure of neurotrophin release [165]. 

 Some of these neurotrophins have additionally been im-
plicated in the etiology of depression. FGF-family mRNAs 
were reported to be differentially expressed in the brains of 
untreated depressed patients, as compared to normals and 
treated depressed patients [166]. In a mouse model, chronic 
social defeat stress downregulated expression of two BDNF 
mRNA splice variants (transcripts III and IV) and increased 
methylation at their corresponding promoter regions [167]. 
Chronic treatment with imipramine reversed both the behav-
ioral effects of stress and the downregulation of BDNF 
mRNA. 

6.2. BDNF and VEGF are Necessary for the Neurogenic 
Effects of Some AD Treatments 

 BDNF and VEGF have received the most attention as 
potential mediators of the neurogenic effects of AD treat-
ments. VEGF has been shown to stimulate neuronal prolif-
eration both in vitro [168] and in vivo [168, 169]. Inhibition 
of VEGF signaling has been reported to block the upregula-
tion of neurogenesis by environmental enrichment [169], 
exercise [170], ECT [92], and AD drugs [92]. BDNF promo-
tes neuronal survival, plasticity, and differentiation [171]. 
Genetic interference with BDNF signaling, either through 
the use BDNF

+/-
 mice or through transgenic overexpression 

of a dominant-negative TrkB, blocks both the neurogenic 
effects of fluoxetine and imipramine [172] and the behav-
ioral effects of these drugs in the forced-swim test [164]. In 
addition, infusion of BDNF into the DG produces AD behav-
ioral effects in the rat [173]. Thus it appears that both VEGF 
and BDNF are critical mediators of the neurogenic and pos-
sibly behavioral effects of AD treatments. 

 The effects of AD drugs in BDNF
+/-

 and dominant-
negative TrkB mutant mice also provide key information 

about which component of the neurogenic process is re-
quired for the therapeutic effects of these drugs. Both prolif-
eration and survival are enhanced by AD drugs [174]. Theo-
retically, the therapeutic effects of these drugs could be me-
diated by neuronal proliferation itself, with survival of post-
mitotic neurons being unnecessary. Or the effects may de-
pend on the addition of new, functional neurons to the DG, 
which requires both proliferation and survival. In BDNF

+/-
 

and dominant-negative trkB mice these processes are disso-
ciated: AD drugs significantly increase neuronal prolifera-
tion in these mice, but survival of postmitotic neurons is se-
verely impaired, such that AD treatment fails to increase the 
number of neurons surviving to 3 weeks of age [164]. The 
fact that the behavioral effects of AD drugs are absent in 
these mice suggests that increasing proliferation alone is not 
sufficient to produce an AD effect. The behavioral effects 
require an increased number of surviving neurons. 

6.3. CREB may Mediate Neurotrophin Effects on Neuro-
genesis 

 Another factor linking AD treatments and neurogenesis is 
cAMP-response-element binding protein (CREB). CREB is 
a transcription factor that is activated by several signaling 
pathways, including Ras/ERK, cAMP/protein-kinase A, and 
Ca

++
-calmodulin-dependent kinase IV [175]. These pathways 

convert CREB to its transcriptionally active form (pCREB) 
by phosphorylating a Ser133 residue. In addition to playing a 
role in long-term synaptic plasticity, CREB appears to medi-
ate neurotrophin effects on cell survival [176]. Cerebellar 
granule cells cultured in a minimal medium can be saved 
from programmed cell death by application of BDNF [177]. 
Expression of a dominant-negative CREB in these cells 
blocks the survival-promoting effects of BDNF. Conversely, 
expression of a constitutively active form of CREB promotes 
cell survival in the absence of BDNF. CREB appears to 
promote survival by inducing expression of the anti-
apoptotic gene bcl-2 [176]. 

 In vivo, pCREB, the transcriptionally-active form of 
CREB, is enriched in SGZ, the region of DG that harbors 
proliferative cells and early postmitotic neurons [41, 178]. 
Chronic administration of fluoxetine and desiprimine in-
crease pCREB levels in DG [179]. Inhibition of pCREB ac-
tivity by transgenic expression of a dominant-negative 
CREB decreases neuronal proliferation in DG [41, 178]. 
Consistent with a role for CREB in AD effects, stimulation 
of the cAMP-CREB pathway with the phosphodiesterase-IV 
inhibitor rolipram increases neuronal proliferation and sur-
vival in DG [178] and produces AD-like effects in the 
learned-helplessness paradigm [180]. 

 CREB may thus link AD effects on neurotrophins to in-
creases in neurogenesis. One possible pathway, suggested by 
the cell culture experiments cited above, is that CREB medi-
ates the survival-promoting effects of neurotrophins like 
BDNF by inducing transcription of genes like bcl-2. On the 
other hand, the BDNF gene itself contains a cAMP response 
element, which suggests that CREB may regulate the expres-
sion of BDNF [156]. Many AD drugs stimulate 5-HT and 
NE receptors that are coupled to the second messenger sys-
tems that activate CREB [156]. Thus CREB may control the 
production of BDNF while also mediating some of its ef-
fects. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

7.1. A Paradox: Neurogenesis is Related to the Treatment 

But Not Etiology of Depression 

 The hypothesis that reductions in neurogenesis cause 
depression has received virtually no experimental support. 
Neurogenesis levels are not predictive of a rodent’s response 
to learned helplessness training. Experimentally blocking 
neurogenesis, either through irradiation or through a genetic 
manipulation, fails to affect performance in a variety of be-
havioral tests that should be sensitive to depression-like be-
havior. Conversely, data are generally supportive of the hy-
pothesis that AD treatments act, at least in part, through a 
neurogenesis-dependent mechanism. Virtually all AD treat-
ments studied to date increase neurogenesis in the SGZ, and 
arresting neurogenesis blocks the effects of AD drugs in two 
mouse models. 

 This presents a paradox: Why would increasing neuro-
genesis be anti-depressive while decreasing neurogenesis is 
not pro-depressive? One simple explanation is that AD drugs 
work through mechanisms orthogonal to the root causes of 
the disease. This supposes that there are multiple pathways 
for regulating mood, some of which are dysfunctional in 
depression and others of which respond to the boost in neu-
rogenesis caused by AD treatments. A related possibility is 
that depression requires the simultaneous presence of multi-
ple insults or “hits.” Impaired neurotrophin signaling, Hp 
atrophy, reduced neurogenesis, as well as extra-hippocampal 
abnormalities [181] may all be required, and it is possible 
that the alleviation of any one of these is sufficient to induce 
remission. 

 Two other alternatives are worthy of consideration. One 
is that reduced neurogenesis is actually pro-depressive, but 
our behavioral measures were not adequate to detect this 
effect. For instance, reducing neurogenesis may create a dia-
thesis for depression but not depression itself. Detecting this 
type of effect would require exposing animals to various 
stressors and assaying their resilience. Most of our behav-
ioral assays were designed to detect direct effects of reduced 
neurogenesis on behavior and would probably have been 
insensitive to this type of diathesis-stress interaction. How-
ever, one assay, the chronic unpredictable stress paradigm, 
did assess mouse responses to stress and did not detect in-
creased sensitivity to stress in irradiated mice [24]. Another 
reason why our behavioral tests might not have detected a 
pro-depressive effect of reduced neurogenesis is because 
laboratory animals are already “depressed” due to the im-
poverishment of laboratory housing relative to their natural 
habitat. This interpretation is undermined by the finding that 
environmental enrichment, which reduces anxiety-like be-
havior and enhances Hp-dependent learning, fails to increase 
sensitivity to neurogenesis disruption in the mouse. Moreo-
ver, the fact that chronic mild stress produces behavioral 
effects in laboratory mice indicates that at baseline condi-
tions these mice are not at an absolute ceiling with respect to 
anxiety-like behavior. 

 A second possibility is that the behavioral effects of AD 
drugs were blocked not by the arrest of neurogenesis but by 
some other effect of the irradiation. Irradiation is known 
produce lasting inflammation [102], alter levels of some in-
tracellular signaling molecules [182], and can change the 

microvasculature of DG [101]. On the other hand, the rela-
tively low dose of irradiation used in these studies was below 
the threshold for producing epithelial apoptosis, demyelina-
tion, or radionecrosis. Many Hp-dependent behaviors are 
unaffected by irradiation, indicating that no gross damage 
has occurred [34]. A form of LTP that is sensitive to very 
modest perturbations of the DG is not impaired by irradia-
tion [103]. Furthermore, we have observed that the apoptotic 
effects of irradiation are precisely confined to the SGZ, indi-
cating that mature granule cells are not killed [24]. 

 Thus, at this point, the data are consistent with the hy-
potheses that neurogenesis is involved in the treatment but 
not etiology of depression. At the same time, reasonable 
concerns exist about the sensitivity and external validity of 
the behavioral methods and the specificity of the neurogene-
sis ablation methods used in animal experiments investigat-
ing a causal link between neurogenesis and depression. More 
definitive testing of the role of neurogenesis in depression 
and the antidepressant response will require a convergent 
approach. Specifically, neurogenesis can be blocked using 
multiple, independent methods. If similar results are ob-
tained using different methods with different side-effects, 
this will constitute strong evidence that the behavioral effects 
were caused by the disruption of neurogenesis and not by 
secondary effects of the manipulation. Similarly, in model-
ing depression or AD effects in animals, multiple behavioral 
outcome measures must be used, because no single measure 
is likely to capture all clinically-relevant features of the dis-
ease or drug response. Finally, a broader range of AD treat-
ments should be tested for their neurogenesis dependence. If 
the upregulation of neurogenesis is a common mechanism of 
AD action, then the effects of multiple treatments should be 
blocked by the arrest of neurogenesis. 

7.2. Do Antidepressants Work by Increasing Neurogene-
sis? 

 Although we have argued that neurogenesis is required 
for at least some therapeutic effects of AD drugs, it does not 
follow that AD drugs work by increasing the number of new 
neurons added to the DG. The term “neurogenesis” refers 
literally to the birth of new neurons, but this definition does 
not capture the full biological significance of the process. 
Neurogenesis, in effect, maintains a rotating stock of young 
neurons with unique properties and initiates a cellular matu-
rational process that culminates in either the addition of a 
new granule cell to the DG or apoptotic cell death. Neuro-
genesis thus produces a cascade of effects within DG, and it 
remains to be determined which of these effects is instru-
mental in the actions of AD treatments. 

 It is certainly not true that AD treatments act solely by 
increasing the amount of cell proliferation in DG. Newborn 
neurons do not receive any afferent inputs until about 7 days 
of age, and excitatory glutamatergic inputs do not arise until 
about 18 days of age [126]. Thus, some amount of matura-
tion is required before these cells could make a functional 
impact, a point that is confirmed by studies of BDNF

+/-
 mice 

[164, 172]. AD drugs increase the amount of cell prolifera-
tion in these mice, but the new neurons die within 4 weeks. 
Behavioral effects of AD drugs are absent in these mice, 
suggesting that proliferation alone is not sufficient. Which 
aspect of the neurogenesis cascade, then, is instrumental in 
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mediating AD effects? Several hypotheses follow (see also 
Fig. 3). 

1. AD drugs may act by increasing the number of ma-
ture granule cells added to the DG. This could trans-
late into an expansion of the granule cell population, 
which may affect cognitive capacity. 

2. Alternatively, if new cells replace (and/or compete 
with) old cells, increasing the number of granules 
added to the DG might lead to increased death of old 
cells and thus increased cell turnover, as has been 
suggested [172]. Network modeling suggests that in-
creasing the turnover rate can enhance the encoding 
of new memories while simultaneously degrading re-
call of old memories [183] (see also [184]). It is easy 
to imagine how this kind of “cleaning of the slate” 
could be valuable in the recovery from depression. 

3. Neurogenesis creates a pool of excitable, highly-
plastic young neurons. ADs may act by enlarging this 
pool. Enlarging the pool may increase the capacity for 
certain types of plasticity within the DG, as suggested 
by electrophysiological studies evidencing a neuro-
genesis-dependent form of LTP [26, 34]. 

4. The presence of a pool of young neurons might ren-
der the DG receptive to AD drugs, with enlargement 
of the pool being extraneous. For instance, AD drugs 
may exert effects directly on young neurons. In this 
case, irradiation would block AD effects not because 

it blocks the upregulation of neurogenesis, but be-
cause it eliminates a pool of cells that is uniquely re-
ceptive to the drug. 

 Testing these hypotheses will require new methods for 
manipulating specific features of neurogenesis while leaving 
others intact. Our lab is currently pursuing genetic strategies 
that may afford this kind of specificity. A valuable tool will 
be cell-type-specific genetic manipulations. For example, 
doublecortin, which is expressed primarily in young neurons 
and neural progenitors [185], can be used to drive expression 
of a recombinase such as Cre, which would make it possible 
to target genetic manipulations specifically to immature neu-
rons. Plasticity in young neurons could be reduced or elimi-
nated by abolishing glutamatergic neurotransmission. Long-
term survival of young neurons could be blocked by interfer-
ing with CREB activity or BDNF signaling. New insight into 
AD mechanisms will be generated by examining whether 
very specific manipulations like these block the effects of 
AD treatments. In addition, similarly targeted methods of 
boosting neurogenesis can be developed and used to test 
whether increases in neurogenesis, or a specific component 
of neurogenesis, are sufficient to achieve an AD effect. 

 Future studies should also consider the possible hetero-
geneity of neurogenesis’ functional significance across the 
septo-temporal axis. Of the many studies that have examined 
the effects of stress or antidepressant treatment on neuro-
genesis, few have looked for septal versus temporal differ-
ences. Some studies have only analyzed septal Hp [122], 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (3). Four hypotheses about how neurogenesis is involved in the effects of AD drugs. The left image represents the granule cell layer of 

the DG prior to treatment with AD drugs. The four images on the right represent four different effects of AD drugs that might be instrumen-

tal in the AD response. 
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while others have analyzed the whole Hp but not differenti-
ated between its septal and temporal extents [24]. In contrast, 
it was recently shown that the novel antidepressant 
agomelatine, a melatonin agonist and 5-HT2C antagonist, 
specifically upregulates neurogenesis in the temporal Hp 
[112]. This finding suggests that increasing neurogenesis in 
the temporal Hp alone may be sufficient to produce antide-
pressant effects. 

7.3. Discovery of New Neurogenesis-Based Therapies 

 If it is true that AD treatments work through a neuro-
genesis-dependent mechanism, it may be possible to produce 
better medications by specifically targeting neurogenesis. 
One obvious approach is to seek new compounds that boost 
neurogenesis. The rapidly developing literature on the mo-
lecular mechanisms of proliferation and differentiation of 
new neurons suggests several strategies. Proliferation can 
potentially be enhanced by stimulating the Wnt pathway or 
neurotrophins such as VEGF, or by increasing GABAergic 
or glutamatergic neurotransmission in the DG. Because a 
large percentage of newborn neurons die before reaching 
maturity [25], manipulations that affect neuronal survival 
can also have a big effect on the net number of cells added to 
DG. Potential targets include neurotrophin pathways and 
related anti-apoptotic signaling molecules bcl-2 and pCREB. 
Conversely, it may be possible to use the upregulation of 
neurogenesis as a screen for compounds with AD efficacy. 
Assaying neurogenesis may prove to be a more cost-
effective and accurate method for identifying new com-
pounds than is animal behavioral testing. 

 Finally, it is worth emphasizing the potential importance 
of young neurons –as opposed to neural proliferation per se– 
in AD effects. Because the behavioral effects of AD drugs 
arise within a month after commencing treatment, and be-
cause newborn neurons do not become fully mature until at 
least one month of age [186], it is very likely that young neu-
rons play a critical role in the AD response. As described in 
the previous section (hypotheses 3 and 4) AD drugs may act 
by increasing the size of the pool of young neurons or by 
altering the behavior of the young cells themselves. Drug 
developers should therefore be mindful of the unique proper-
ties of these cells. In addition to seeking new drugs that 
boost neurogenesis, it may be worth pursuing ways to phar-
macologically mimic the effects of young cells or to other-
wise increase the influence of young cells on the system. For 
example, treatments can be designed to increase the duration 
for which new cells retain immature properties or to confer 
immature properties on old cells. For these strategies to be 
viable, more basic research is needed into the unique physi-
ology, gene expression patterns, and proteomics of young 
neurons. 
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